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Abstract
The speed of light in a vacuum is a constant of special relativity, electromagnetic wave theories, and astrophysical distances. However, several measurements of its speed (c) at locations on the Earth’s surface seem to vary at different times during the last century. Efforts have been made on instruments
performance to achieve a unique viable value in any spacetime referential.
The time-variability on c-values obtained is here addressed inside the gravity
field (g) in which the measurements of c have been estimated. It appears a
correlation of c and g both daily (tidal) and yearly (no-tidal) variations which
suggest that the gravity acceleration control the c-variability everywhere in a
spacetime referential. Implications of this model provide a sensitivity constant of c from g, and the estimates of c on planets of the solar system where g
values are known. It is deduced an upper limit of gravity in black hole that
can cancel the speed of light in the horizon.
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1. Introduction
Velocity of light was intensively studied in the last century since it was a basis for
Special relativity and electromagnetic waves theories. A variety of instruments
have been used to improve the accuracy of c-measurements [1]. Efforts were focused on reducing errors due to instruments and to immediate environments
such as temperature, pressure, clocks, length of ray path which was fully discussed as possible sources for no regular values obtained from the speed of light.
However, no identical c-values are maintained [2] despite the fact that the same
instruments are used under the same laboratory conditions. To solve these issues
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most studies computed the average of a set of measurements, and proposed it as
a final result of the speed of light [1] [3] [4]. This was done at several epochs
from the beginning of the last century until the last value of c (1983) accredited
by the International bureau of Weight and length which in the way defined the
meter from the adopted c-value (299,792,458 m/s). Such relativistic parameter
has direct implications on the accuracy of space geodetic techniques [5]. Models
of variable speed of light (VSL) and anisotropy were developed later to explain
cosmological issues [6] [7]. A review of the c-fluctuations [2] [8] where data are
available shows that the values of c change but not in an arbitrary form, and may
be re-found after a certain time. This variation of c is small and has not been of
special interest. A systematic decreasing c with time has not been successfully
achieved [9] since varying instruments were used on varying epochs, and because of further observations have indicated an increasing value in the same laboratory. The impact of gravity on velocity of light has not been fully studied,
but its possible existence was, however, raised since 1911 [10]. The problematic
connection of gravity and speed of light is addressed as it appears complex when
time variation is included (Figure 1). The variable g is of a low level (μgal) due
to tidal forces and ocean loading, and about 1 mgal due to tectonic processes,
while spatial variations in gravity are observed between inland and offshore
zones, plate boundaries, Mountains and plateau areas, even using similar instruments to distant areas [11].

2. Experimental Data
Absolute gravity data from several regions provided by worldwide data centers,
BGI (Bureau Gravimetrique International) and NOAA (National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration) show the spatial variations of gravity. Figure 2(a)
shows three years of annual variations of short and long wavelengths related to
tidal and no-tidal forces in Boulder station. The variation is periodic and the average trend is there horizontal but it can be decreasing in other sites as in a

Figure 1. 3D-deviations of c and g from cm and gm values. Absolute g-values are observed in the site of c-measurements but not synchronized with c-values. The time is assigned to c-measurements.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. Yearly variations of the absolute gravity is shown in varying setting, Boulder (a)
where the trend curve (dashed line) is horizontal, Darwin Australia observations with a
line of trending variation (b) and in Conception (Chile) which shows evidence for periodic variation at large period of gravity observations (c).

Norway experiment [12]. Much longer period of observations with limited data
(Figure 2(b)) shows again oscillatory variation in Darwin station (Australia) and
even with a large number of observations as in Conception-Chile where the underlying subduction made it low the gravity anomaly (Figure 2(c)). Speeds of
light measurements were made without taking into account the state of gravity
in the area of c-experiments. When several measurements are achieved, and it
can last several days or weeks, the gravity has also changed due to tidal forces,
atmospheric and ocean loading. Resulting successive c-values are therefore of
prime importance, not the average of the values obtained from the experiment.
While each c-value may be affected by flow in clocks, the variation between values is not clock-dependent. As no synchronized values of c and g are available
since 1911 when equipment of such experiment did not exist, there are, however,
some successive experiments of c-estimates. Since successive they are a function
of time in the same site. It is, therefore, possible to compare the evolution of c
with time and the absolute gravity recorded in the same site. Variation model
appears in the c-fluctuations by using two sets of measurements, one due to
Froomer [13] and other measurements carried out in Boulder (US bureau of
standard) during two weeks [14]. The variation seems to be periodic to both
cases (Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b)) which vary around a c-mean. The c-values
found in Chile where low gravity is known provided high average of 3.05 × 108
m/s [15]. The accuracy of this value is not of importance here, but the distances
DOI: 10.4236/ijaa.2019.93019
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Figure 3. Successive c-measurements in NPL (UK) (a) and US Boulder station (b) and
Chile (c). Trend variations by c-fluctuations appear to be periodic.

and time delay of their successive observations, then in other terms the
time-variations of c. Figure 3(c) shows the results of distance-times measurements and it also fits with a periodic trend. Other high value of c estimated in
Caracas experiments (3.009 × 108 m/s) using one-way method. [16] agrees with
low gravity environment but it lacks the accuracy of the two-way method. More
reliable set of c-measurements in Sweden. [17] shows daily variations of c that is
of tidal type when compared morning and afternoon observations (Figure 4(a)
and Figure 4(b)). During the 11 days of measurements appears a peak to peak
period about 3 - 4 days the origin of which is open to question in the absence of
synchronized gravity data in the same site of c-measurements.

3. Gravity-Time-Velocity Model
As c-values vary with time g also vary, and the variation seems to be periodic.
This suggests that the speed of light is not affected by gravity by bending only,
but the value of speed also is sensitive to the time and place where it is measured.
These examples show the form of variability in the values of both c and g around

c0 and g0. The amount of sensitivity of c from gravity may be experimented. The
correlation of their variability (not the values) suggests a relationship between c
and g in term of causality. The fluctuations in c are assumed to be due to gravity
DOI: 10.4236/ijaa.2019.93019
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Daily variations of c-estimates from Sweden with a peak to peak period of
about 3 - 4 days are indicated in (a); variation during one day between morning and afternoon is shown in (b) where a trend variation is indicated (dashed lines).

which is time varying. In this simple model gravity is the acceleration that affects
time variation of c.

c ( g , t ) =⋅
A g ( t ) + c0

(1)

where A is constant (sec). Experimental data of c using geodimeter and Laser
methods [3] [4] [8] are compared with absolute gravity data measured in the
same site (Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b)). Since c estimates are taken as average
of several measurements, they are then representative for the site where an absolute gravity is observed (Table 1). Time variations of g and then of c in the
same site is here assumed to be of second order. Since the values determined by
geodimeter methods are unreliable because of the large margin of errors (Figure
5(a)), it is more appropriate to take as values those determined by Laser whose
errors appear acceptable (Figure 5(b)). The trend of the cL values can be expressed by the equation

CL =
−50.446 g + 299792953.5

(2)

where C0 = 299,792,953.5 m/s is the c-velocity in vacuum without gravity,

C0 − C =
50.44 g =
∆C

(3)

where ∆C is the variation of c in a gravitational field g.
In this relationship, it appears the sensitivity A of c when g varies. A is too
small to be significant in Earth surface measurements where the range of variation of g is limited (9.76 - 9.83 m/s2). When gravity varies substantially in outer
space, such a relationship can gain more attention. Table 2 shows updated values of c in varying gravity field of solar planets while a black hole upper limit
gravity value gBH is obtained for c = 0 since at more higher values of gBH this will
make c negative according to Equation (2).
DOI: 10.4236/ijaa.2019.93019
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. C-variations versus gravity velocity (g) is plotted in varying sites at times of
c-measurements using geodimeter (a) and laser (b) methods. Resulting trending curves
are decreasing to both cases.
Table 1. C-measurements at varying epochs using geodimeter and laser and associated
estimates of absolute gravity recorded in the site of c-observations.
Methods

Time

C (m/s)

C-error (m/s)

g (m/s²)

Geodimeter

1953

299,792,400

110

9.811856

1953

299,792,200

130

9.818074

1955

299,792,400

400

9.816501

1967

299,792,500

50

9.810565

1971

299,792,375

60

9.819047

1972

299,792,460

6

9.794161

1974

299,792,459

0.8

9.811856

1978

299,792,458.8

0.2

9.811856

1979

299,792,458.1

1.9

9.80616

1983

299,792,458.6

0.3

9.800849

Laser

=
g BH 5943218.401 m ⋅ s −2
With near 0-velocity the photons cannot escape from black holes, or probably
are accumulated in the horizon. The upper limit of cmax from which c slowly decreases by a constant A due to change in gravity may be reached at g ≈ 0.

cmax =
299792953.5 m ⋅ s −1 ; A =
−50.44
DOI: 10.4236/ijaa.2019.93019
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The difference between c-adopted (1983) and cmax is 495.51 m/s. cmax is the
speed in a vacuum without gravity. The variation of c is inversely proportional
to gravity, which induces that velocity increases at low gravity field at a fixed
time. In turn, when gravity is big then the speed of light is reduced, and may be
vanished at infinite gravity environment as it is the case around black holes.
Figure 6 shows the decreasing values of c in the solar system, the slower speed is
found in the sun because of its high gravity.
Table 2. Results of c-estimates in planets of solar system where g-values (Nasa) are
known, and gravity limit in black hole.
Planet

g (m/s²)

c (m/s)

Sun

274

299,779,132.9

Jupiter

23.1

299,791,788.3

Neptune

11

299,792,398.7

Saturn

9

299,792,499.5

Earth

9.8

299,792,459.2

Uranus

8.7

299,792,514.7

Venus

8.9

299,792,504.6

Mars

3.7

299,792,766.9

Mercury

3.7

299,792,766.9

Moon

1.6

299,792,872.8

Pluto

0.7

299,792,918.2

Black hole

5,943,555.78

0

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Speed of light fluctuations model in the solar system with sun (a); and without
sun (b) based on gravity shows linear decreasing of the speed of light from solar planets
including earth (full blue circle) with respect to sun (yellow).
DOI: 10.4236/ijaa.2019.93019
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4. Discussion and Conclusions
The spacetime variation of c explains the issues in the last century to obtain a
unique value even when similar instruments were used. The varying spatial sites
where c was estimated in addition to the timing of the observation constrained
the comparison between results. Even though this study used limited but the
more reliable available values of c and gravity, it has introduced a control of
gravity in electromagnetic wave propagation in term of space-time fluctuation of

c. A synchronized observation of gravity and c-velocity may confirm the hypothesis while the use of the average of consecutive c-measurements has no physical significance. Each determination is a natural value of c at a given time and at
a given value of gravity which is also space dependent. Since gravity changes on
Earth are periodic in the short term, long term tectonic factors can cause a variation of gravity in the site of c-measurements. Observations from Figure 4 exhibit
the short-term daily c-variation that may be caused by short term gravity variation. For this reason, the use of the means of c-values may be valid in a particular site because of the periodicity of g, but the c-values may change in another
site when gravity is different. Measuring the speed c in the Moon may confirm if
the suggested c-value (Table 2) is valid and if the coefficient A is universal or
planet-dependent. Second-order variation due to time should be introduced to
avoid excessive use of averages. This will result in a spatio-temporal variation of
c and a global mapping of c which proves to be necessary as it exists for g. The
correlation between c and g could be highlighted in a referential of time. This
will lead to better decipher the degree of sensitivity of c when g varies both daily
and yearly. Laser methods suggest the subtraction of about 50 g from cmax to determine a realistic value of c. In black hole setting, no need to cancel time to stop
photons from moving in the horizon, the limit value gBH seems sufficient. Speed
fluctuation of c may improve the model of c-invariant while the exact impact of

g on c needs further synchronized measurements of (c, g, t) parameters. By introducing the impact of gravity on the speed of light the constancy of many parameters will be refined.
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